Developmental noise, ageing and cancer.
Development is a very robust but far from perfect process, subjected to random variation due to the combined factors that constitute the so-called developmental noise. The effects of early developmental noise may have long-term consequences resulting from slight differences in the make-up and organisation of the former developing system. Here we present evidence suggesting that cancer is not an acquired but an intrinsic process resulting from random factors acting during early development, thus leading to a mixture of susceptibility types that may develop cancer sooner or later, depending on the combination of the environment acting upon such different susceptibility types. We discuss evidence suggesting that some supposedly tumour-suppressor functions, such as those associated with the p53 protein, actually evolved as buffering functions against the early effects of developmental noise that might compromise the stability of embryonic cells and hence of development. Ageing is a stochastic process characterised by progressive failure of somatic maintenance and repair. We put forth the notion that progressive loss of the morphological coherence of the organism (morphological disorder) is a form of ageing, and that morphological disorder is the common theme of most types of cancer. Thus, we suggest that the exhaustion of both developmental constraints and buffering developmental mechanisms link ageing and cancer. Moreover, we propose that cancer may represent one of the most radical forms of ageing, because it generally satisfies the criteria of senescence: intrinsicality, progressiveness and deleteriousness.